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Q: How do Bayesian & Fisherian Inferene Di�er?A: Both amps use probability to desribe unertainty, but theyondition on di�erent things.Example:Imagine a linial trial with n = 17 mathed pairs of subjets. Ineah pair, one subjet gets the New and one gets the Oldtreatment. The number X of pairs where the New subjet didbetter took the value x = 13.Is the new treatment any better?



I. Fisher, Signi�ane, & P-ValuesUnder the null hypothesisH0 : New and Old are no di�erent;the quantity X � Bi(17; 0:5) would be a binomial random variablewithP[X = x j p = 12 ℄ = �17x �(12 )x(1� 12)17�x = �17x �=217;whih would be about 17� 0:5 = 8:5 on average. The outomeX = 13 was well above this; the probability of seeing an outomeof X = 13 or one even higher would beP[X � 13 j p = 12 ℄ = 17Xx=13�17x �=217 = 3214=217 = 0:02452087



I. Fisher, Signi�ane, & P-Values (ont)This is below Fisher's onventional riterion of � = 0:05, so hewould regard this evidene as \Signi�ant", and rejet H0 : p = 12The general idea: If P is tiny (say, smaller than �) then either:� H0 is true, and we just witnessed a mirale that would onlyhappen 100�% of the time, or� H0 is false, and we observed just what one would expet.Sine mirales are rare, we Rejet H0 if P is tiny.If P isn't tiny enough, we an't rejet H0(but that doesn't prove that H0 is true, either).
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Fisher, Signi�ane, & P-Values (ont)All Fisher's inferene is based on the funtionf (x j p) := �17x �px(1� p)17�x ;with p = 12 �xed at the value spei�ed by H0, and for a range ofvalues of x . The funtion f (x j p) as a funtion of p for x at theobserved value of X is alled the Likelihood Funtion.We might regard f (x j p) as the onditional pmf for X , for aspei�ed value of p, and write the P-value for the observationX = x as P(x) = P[X � x j p = 12 ℄ =Xk�x f (k j 12):
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II. BayesThe Bayesian treats both X and p as random variables, with somejoint probability distribution. One we identify a marginal pdf �(p)for p, we an ombine that with the onditional f (x j p) to get ajoint pdf �(x ; p) = f (x j p)�(p)from whih elementary probability gives \Bayes Rule"�(p j x) = �(x ; p).Z �(x ; p0) dp0/ f (x j p)�(p):



II. Bayes (ont.)There is a rih tradition and lots of theory on how to hoose amarginal (or \prior") pdf �(p). Three popular \objetive" hoiesfor estimation problems are�U(p) = 1 �J(p) = 1�pp(1� p) �Z (p) / pp(1� p)1�p ;all U-shaped that lead to nearly idential answers. For the Je�reys(also the Referene prior in this ase),�J(p j x) / �17x �px� 12 (1� p)17�x� 12= Be�x + 12 ; 17 � x + 12�so, for X = 13, p j X � Be(13:5; 4:5) andP[H0 : New treatment is no better than Old j X = 13℄ isP[p � 12 j X = 13℄ = Z 120 �J(p j 13) dx = 0:01297163



II. Bayes (ont.)The sketh above was an objetive Bayesian approah to �ndingP[p � 12 j X = 13℄;the probability that the new treatment helps no more subjets thanthe old, without exogenous information about p.Other interpretations are possible for the question \Is the newtreatment any better?", leading to somewhat di�erent Bayesiananalyses, but they would all share the following feature:Inferene is based on an integral of f (x j p) with respetto p, for the spei� observed value of X = 13.In this way they are onsistent with the Likelihood Priniple, whileFisher's approah (beause it sums over x) isn't.
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